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Act now to protect your pension
Your pension stands between you and poverty in old age. Now, teachers’ pensions are under
attack. These are the key arguments the NUT will be using to defend your pension.

John Hutton – “Pay more, work longer, get less”
The Government has asked John Hutton to make proposals for changes to public sector pensions.
All of the options proposed by Hutton would affect your pensions.

� Hutton thinks public sector workers should pay higher contributions. A 2 per cent rise in
contributions would cost NQTs £30 a month and teachers on UPS3 £50 a month.

� Hutton thinks retirement at 60 is not appropriate – he thinks public sector workers should work
to 65 or even older before they get their full pension. Anyone retiring at 60 would have to accept
a reduced pension.

� Hutton accepts linking pensions to CPI not RPI inflation. This would cost a teacher retiring on a
£10,000 pension a total of £35,000 or more over the course of retirement.

The truth about your pension
� Your pension is affordable. When opponents talk about the costs, they ignore your current and

past contributions, inflate the total costs and pretend they all have to be paid now.

� Your pension is fair. Even John Hutton agrees that public sector pensions should not be described
as “gold-plated”. Most are modest and are paid to some of the poorest workers. Your pension is
your recompense for a lifetime in teaching.

� Your pension has already been reformed. Changes agreed in 2007 have increased pension ages
and contribution rates to make the cost of pensions sustainable in the long term. John Hutton has
confirmed that costs will fall as planned. These reforms should be given the time to do their work.

The Government will support these attacks on your pensions. Act now to support the NUT in
defending your pensions.

The real pension problem
The real pension problem is in the private sector. Employers have used the recession as cover for
abandoning their obligations to employees. Schemes have been closed and contributions slashed.
Society faces extra costs in supporting workers made poorer in retirement.

Cutting public sector pension schemes won’t improve pensions for private sector workers – it will
just lead to low pensions for everyone.We need decent pensions for all.

What you can do
� Email your local MP – use the facility at www.teachers.org.uk/notocuts – asking them to
oppose cuts to your pension and oppose CPI indexation

� Ask your colleagues to email their MPs as well – and email the link to 5 of your friends

� Take an active part in NUT and TUC campaigns to protect your pension

� Talk to colleagues and friends – your pension is fair, affordable and does not need to be cut!

Remember!
In 2005-6 the NUT and other unions saw off Government threats to slash our pensions.
We succeeded by standing together and being prepared to take action.
We may need to stand together once again to defend our pensions.


